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face to face with a body who, entirely in search of truth, were deter-
mined to seek redress from unjust laws without inflicting violence, I
would welcome it and would consider that they were the best consti-
tutionalists, and as a Governor I would take them by my side as
advisers who would keep me on the right path.
Lord Hunter: People differ as to the justice or injustice of the
particular laws.
Gandhi: That is the main reason why violence is eliminated and a
satyagrahi gives his opponent the same right of independence and
feelings of liberty that he reserves to himself and he will fight by
inflicting injuries on his person.
Lord Hunter: I was looking at it from the point of view of the
continuance of Government. Would it be possible to continue the
Government if you had set up against the Government a body of
men who would not accept the Government view but the view of an
independent committee?
Gandhi: I have found from my experience that it was possible to
do so during the eight years of continuous struggle in South Africa.
I found General Smuts, who went through the whole of that cam-
paign, at the end of it saying that if all conducted themselves as the
satyagrahis had done, they should have nothing to fear.
Lord Hunter: I understand your vow contemplates breaking of
laws which a committee may decide.
Gandhi: Yes, my Lord. I want to make it clear to the committee
that that part of the vow was meant to be a restraint on individual
liberty. As I intended to make it a mass movement, I thought the
constitution of some such committee as we had appointed was
necessary, so that no man should become a law unto himself, and,
therefore, we conceived the plan that the committee would be able
to show what laws might be broken.
Lord Hunter: We hear that doctors differ and even satyagrahis
must differ.
Gandhi: Yes, I found it so to my cost.
Lord Hunter : Supposing a satyagrahi was satisfied that a partic-
ular law was a just law and that the committee did not obey this
law, what is a satyagrahi to do ?
Gandhi: He is not bound to disobey that law. We had such satya-
grahis in abundance.
Lord Hunter f Is it not rather a dangerous campaign?

